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This book is the basic reference source for design criteria for all major types of buildings. It offers vast amounts of information on
the essential component elements of each building. A true classic in the industry.
The foremost professional reference on the physical design of cities and urban places.
Design research.
This is the first and only complete resource for lighting design, giving architects and designers--as well as engineers--all the right
tools to implement quality installations. Features a graphics-rich presentation full of lighting patterns, installation photos, fixtures
and schemes with costs, plus color sections displaying how to mix light and color. Inside: essential safety-and compliancefacilitating code information from the National Electric Code, Energy Policy Act, and other sources. Includes hundreds of interior
and exterior details from a range of project types.
Join Christopher Robin and all of his friends—Piglet, Rabbit, Eeyore, Owl, Kanga, Little Roo, and, of course, Winnie-the-Pooh
himself—in the magical Hundred Acre Wood. Pooh, the sweet and simple Bear of Very Little Brain, finds no end of trouble, but,
along with all of his friends, is able to turn every problem into a wonderful adventure. Author A. A. Milne originally started writing
stories about Winnie-the-Pooh for his son, Christopher Robin, and it was not long before Pooh became a household name. Since
then, the characters and stories of Winnie-the-Pooh have become a mainstay in children’s literature and popular culture.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook
production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your
digital library.
Standards for the design of interior spaces should be based on the measurement of human beings and their perception of space,
with special consideration for disabled, elderly, and children
Manual of Acceptable Practices
Time-Saver Standards for Interior Design and Space Planning, Second Edition
Time-saver Standards for Residential Development
Time Saver-standards for Building Type
Metric Handbook
Architectural Theories of Design
Student Edition
Time Saver Std.4 Architec.Desi
A Complete Color Reference for Designers of All Types, 25th Anniversary Edition
Time-saver Details for Store Planning and Design

The building performance evaluation (BPE) framework emphasizes an evaluative stance
throughout the six phases of the building delivery and life cycle: (1) strategic
planning/needs analysis; (2) program review; (3) design review; (4) post-construction
evaluation/review; (5) post-occupancy evaluation; and, (6) facilities management
review/adaptive reuse. The lessons learned from positive and negative building
performance are fed into future building delivery cycles. The case studies illustrate how
this basic methodology has been adapted to a range of cultural contexts, and indicates
the positive results of building performance assessment in a wide range of situations.
The industry-standard guide to designing well-performing buildings Architectural
Detailing systematically describes the principles by which good architectural details are
designed. Principles are explained in brief, and backed by extensive illustrations that
show you how to design details that will not leak water or air, will control the flow of
heat and water vapor, will adjust to all kinds of movement, and will be easy to
construct. This new third edition has been updated to conform to International Building
Code 2012, and incorporates current knowledge about new material and construction
technology. Sustainable design issues are integrated where relevant, and the discussion
includes reviews of recent built works that extract underlying principles that can be the
basis for new patterns or the alteration and addition to existing patterns. Regulatory
topics are primarily focused on the US, but touch on other jurisdictions and geographic
settings to give you a well-rounded perspective of the art and science of architectural
detailing. In guiding a design from idea to reality, architects design a set of details
that show how a structure will be put together. Good details are correct, complete, and
provide accurate information to a wide variety of users. By demonstrating the use of
detail patterns, this book teaches you how to design a building that will perform as well
as you intend. Integrate appropriate detailing into your designs Learn the latest in
materials, assemblies, and construction methods Incorporate sustainable design principles
and current building codes Design buildings that perform well, age gracefully, and look
great Architects understand that aesthetics are only a small fraction of good design, and
that stability and functionality require a deep understanding of how things come
together. Architectural Detailing helps you bring it all together with a well fleshed-out
design that communicates accurately at all levels of the construction process.
An important addition to the Time-Saver Standards Series, this book offers top-flight
guidance for architects and builders who need to select any tpe of product, system,
component, material, or assembly for any job. Provides easy-to-understand guidance on how
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various materials function, considers key issues in product selection, and offers general
information on the full range of product types. Organized by CSI MasterFormat--the
product specification system most commonly used in construction and in the Sweet's
catalogs. Cross-referenced to the UniFormat system, which indexes products by the
sequence of assembly in design and construction--a real plus when engaged in preliminary
design and cost-estimating.
Originally devised as a guide for converting from imperial to metric measurements, 'The
Metric Handbook' has since been totally transformed into a major international handbook
of planning and design data. The second edition has been completely updated, with most
chapters being totally rewritten, to meet the needs of the modern designer. The book
contains nearly 50 chapters dealing with all the principal building types from airports,
factories and warehouses, offices shops and hospitals, to schools, religious buildings
and libraries. For each building type 'The Metric Handbook' gives the basic design
requirements and all the principal dimensional data. Several chapters deal with general
aspects of building such as materials, lighting, acoustics and tropical design. There are
also sections on general design data, including details of human dimensions and space
requirements. It is a unique authoritative reference for solving everyday planning
problems. In its various editions it has sold over 100,000 copies worldwide, and
continues to be a reference work belonging on every design office desk or drawing board.
Revised edition of Time-saver Standards for Residential Development (1984). A hefty
volume which comprises a master file of data on design standards and criteria that lead
to livable environments. Coverage includes neighborhood organization, site
considerations, subdivisions and land planning, community facilities, elements of the
dwelling unit, types of single-family houses, and of apartments and apartment buildings,
mobile homes and parks, rehabilitation and historic preservation, and safety and
security. Abundantly illustrated with drawings and plans. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Ken Yeang remains one of the world's foremost experts on sustainability and the modern
skyscraper. Acknowledging that the skyscraper is possibly one of the most ecologically
unfriendly of all building types, he states that until an economically viable alternative
is identified, it is necessary to make them as humane and as sustainable as possible.
Sustainability and tall buildings - guide to making tall buildings sustainable and humane
- global icons of design sustainability.
The architecture reference & specification book
Time Saver Standards Building Types
A Source Book of Design Reference Standards
Winnie-The-Pooh
Building Science for Architects
The Language of Architecture
Blueprint Reading for the Construction Trades
Technical Data for Professional Practice
Design Research
Urban Planning and Design Criteria
Design-Tech is an indispensable, holistic approach to architectural technology that shows you in hundreds of drawings
and tables the why as well as the how of building science, providing you with a comprehensive overview. In this
expanded edition, measurements and examples are listed in both metric and imperial units to reflect the global reality
of architectural practice. The authors also address digital fabrication, construction documentation, ultra-high-rise
structures, and zoning codes. And there's more in-depth coverage of structural design and greater emphasis on
environmental forces. Numerous case studies demonstrate real-world design implications for each topic, so that you
can integrate technical material with design sensibilities. Short chapters explain each topic from first principles in easyto-reference formats, focusing on what you need to know both at the drawing board and in future discussions with
engineers, contractors, and consultants. This new edition incorporates material from continuing curricular
experimentation in the SCI-TECH sequence at Iowa State University, which has been recognized with awards and
funding from the American Institute of Architects, the U.S. Green Building Council, and the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards.
Explains the role of color in advertisement and graphic design through descriptions of each color's psychological
meaning, examples of designs using different color schemes, a color wheel, and hundreds of swatches to use for
testing.
Access to the entire range of design and construction data
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product. The "Silver Bible" -- thoroughly revised,
updated and redesigned Interior designers, architects, and other design professionals can still turn to the field s
beloved "Silver Bible" for a wealth of information related to the design and planning of residential and commercial
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interiors. But now, Time-Saver Standards for Interior Design and Space Planning, Second Edition goes even further to
truly make the classic interior design reference the standard in its field. From standard furniture dimensions to
architectural woodwork details, you ll find a vast array of time-saving data and details. Editors Joseph DeChiara,
Julius Panero, and Martin Zelnik have brought together contributions from well-known architectural and interior
design firms to give you details derived from actual designs and working drawings, showing various solutions for
typical design problems encountered in interior architecture. You get a wide range of typical layouts and residential
spaces, offices, conference rooms, and reception areas, in addition to details of bars, restaurants, and public toilets.
This exciting new edition includes new international examples and metrification ‒ and provides you with full
coverage of healthcare spaces, educational spaces; home offices; videoconferencing spaces; green design; project
forms and schedules. Two outstanding sections cover historic styles and woodworking.
The 1st Edition of Time-Saver Standards for Building Types has been an important part of my professional library since
its publication in 1973. As stated in its preface: "It is intended to give basic design criteria for each major type of
building. It will give those unfamiliar with a specific building type a talking or working knowledge of its functions,
organization, and major components." Over the years, I have referred to Time-Saver frequently for planning and
design guidelines for building types such as gymnasiums, airport terminals, and police stations. But as the 1st Edition
is now 17 years old and much of it is based on other even older versions of Time-Saver Standards, I have begunto find
the book inadequate for contemporary design practice.The past two decades have been a period of profound change
for building planning and design. Many building requirements have changed and entire new categories of buildings
have evolved. It was with enthusiasm that I looked forward to the 3rd Edition; which the publisher promised would be
"revised, expanded, and completely brought up to date." I am greatly disappointed with the result. While the 3rd
Edition has been expanded to approximately 1400 pages, nearly a third more than the 1st Edition, little of the original
material has been revised and the updating has been insufficient.
Since its release in 1946, this has been one of the most widely recognized and respected resources for architects,
engineers, and designers, bringing together the knowledge, techniques, and skills of some of the most well-known
experts in the field. The new Eighth Edition takes a fresh, visual approach to the information architects need to access
quickly, helping them save time and money by assuring they get it right the first time. Readers will find timely, new
chapters on building security, natural disaster mitigation, building diagnostics, facility management, and much more.
Time-Saver Standards Site Construction Details Manual
Design-Tech
Time-Saver Standards For Building Materials & Systems: Design Criteria And Selection Data
Time-saver standards for building types. Edited by Joseph De Chia and John Hancock Callender
Time-Saver Standards for Urban Design
Time-saver Standards for Building Types
Airport Cargo Facilities
Architects' Data
26 Principles Every Architect Should Know
Covers structures and places as diverse as residences, museums, libraries, and theaters,
hospitals and nursing homes, churches, air and truck terminals, retail shops, restaurants,
hotels, industrial parks, playgrounds, and arenas. This is a worthy competitor to Architectural
graphic standards. It is illustrated with hundreds of plans, diagrams, tables, and schematics
which help in the design of more functional, meaningful, and interesting buildings. De Chiara
and Callender provide detailed information on the essential components of each building type,
emphasizing the characteristic functions involved. This edition offers new information on
facilities for such purposes as education, justice and correction, entertainment, health, and
sports and recreation. The book features special sections on housing for the elderly and the
handicapped, including access for the handicapped to public and government buildings.
This is an essential aid in the initial design and planning of a project. The relevant building
type is located by a comprehensive index and cross reference system, a condensed commentary
covers user requireements, planning criteria, basic dimensions and other considerations of
function, siting aspect etc. A system of references based on an extensive bibliography supports
the text. In every section plans, sections, site layouts, design details and graphs illustrated
key aspects of a building type's design. Most illustrations are dimensioned or scaled - the
metric system of measurement is used throughout, and the equivalent in feet/inches can easily be
read either off a graphic scale on the page or from the built-in conversion table. The
illustrations are international in origin and include both well know and less famous designers.
Architects Data is primarily a handbook of building types rather than of construction techniques
and details. However its treatment of components (such as doors and windows) and of spaces for
building services is extremely thorough, since consideration of this data is an essential
element of the planning process. The opening pages of basic data on man and his buildings cover
critical subjects such as scale, drawing practice, noise, light and space for the same reason.
Particular attention has also been paid to the implications of energy conservation, means of
escape from fire and the needs of the elderly and the disabled.
DIVLearning a new discipline is similar to learning a new language; in order to master the
foundation of architecture, you must first master the basic building blocks of its language –
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the definitions, function, and usage. Language of Architecture provides students and
professional architects with the basic elements of architectural design, divided into twenty-six
easy-to-comprehend chapters. This visual reference includes an introductory, historical view of
the elements, as well as an overview of how these elements can and have been used across
multiple design disciplines./divDIV /divDIVWhether you’re new to the field or have been an
architect for years, you’ll want to flip through the pages of this book throughout your career
and use it as the go-to reference for inspiration, ideas, and reminders of how a strong
knowledge of the basics allows for meaningful, memorable, and beautiful fashions that extend
beyond trends./divDIV /divDIVThis comprehensive learning tool is the one book you’ll want as a
staple in your library./divDIV /div
A guide to reading and interpreting architectural drawings and specifcations
An important addition to the Time-Saver Standards Series, this book offers top-flight guidance
for architects and builders who need to select any type of product, system, component, material,
or assembly for any job. Provides easy-to-understand guidance on how various materials function,
considers key issues in product selection, and offers general information on the full range of
product types. Organized by CSI MasterFormat--the product specification system most commonly
used in construction and in the Sweet's catalogs. Cross-referenced to the UniFormat system,
which indexes products by the sequence of assembly in design and construction--a real plus when
engaged in preliminary design and cost-estimating.
Space planning involves much more than sketching a preliminary floor plan. A designer must take
a client's programming needs into account and must also consider how other factors such as
building codes and environmental factors affect a spatial composition. Space Planning Basics,
now in its Third Edition, offers a highly visual, step-by-step approach to developing
preliminary floor plans for commercial spaces. The book provides tools for visualizing space and
walks the designer through other considerations such as building code requirements and
environmental control needs. Specific programming techniques covered include matrices, bubble
diagrams, CAD templates, block plans, and more. New to this edition are coverage of the basics
of stair design, an essential aspect for planning spaces.
Time-saver Standards for Building Materials & Systems
Design Criteria and Selection Data
Time-saver Standards for Architectural Lighting
Architectural Graphic Standards
Eco Skyscrapers II
Time Saver Standards for Architectural Design 8/E (EBOOK)
Human Dimension & Interior Space
Assessing Building Performance
Architectural Detailing
Building Technology
The new student edition of the definitive architectural reference For seventy-five years, Architectural Graphic
Standards has been the go-to reference for architects, builders, and engineers. Revised for the first time since
2000, Architectural Graphic Standards, Student Edition gives students their own handy resource. Carefully
abridged from the Eleventh Edition of Architectural Graphic Standards, this Student Edition features the same
richly detailed graphics and text that have made Architectural Graphic Standards a classic, but updated and
reorganized in a way that is relevant to today's student. Thousands of illustrations and a rich index offer
immediate access to hundreds of architectural elements, while the wide variety of topics covered makes this work
relevant throughout a student's architecture education and into the early stages of professional practice. With a
wealth of information for the student preparing for professional practice, this new edition: * Covers building
standards and practices, materials and systems, and details for every type of project * Follows CSI's Uniformat, a
classification system that closely matches an architect's workflow * Features completely updated content with a
wide variety of standard architectural details * Offers an ancillary Web site featuring sample curriculums, student
exercises, classroom projects, PowerPoint(r) slides, and more
This efficiency-boosting resource gives you fast access to 350 of the most commonly used site construction
details. Details for curbs, steps, lighting fixtures, walls, and much more are ready to be copied from the
convenient spiral-bound, lie-flat format. In addition, this manual offers you a clear view of each detail both in
section and in a photograph of a sample installation. To further simplify and speed up your design and adaptation
work, each clear, standard-scaled detail is accompanied by full data on cost, CSI Masterformat reference,
applications, installation, intensity of use and substrate constraints, maintenance and climatological
requirements, and other relevant considerations. Perfect for on-site consultation or desktop at-a-glance
reference, as well as time-saving adaptation to documents, Site Construction Details Manual gives landscape,
design, and construction professionals the comprehensive and up-to-date selection of details they need, right
where they need it. Any way you look at it, this all-in-one detail anthology is an invaluable on-the-job toolÑone
that youÕll definitely want to keep within reach. And it's a handy companion to the popular Landscape
Construction Details CD-ROM!
Time-saver Standards for Site Planning
Function, Constructibility, Aesthetics
Space Planning Basics
Time-saver Standards for Architectural Design Data
Time-Saver Standards for Housing and Residential Development
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Time-Saver Standards for Landscape Architecture
Color Harmony Compendium
Time-Saver Standards for Building Types: 3rd Edition
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